FIELD

ADDRESS

AREA

Brooklyn Bridge
Park – Pier 5

Furman St between Joralemon St
and & Atlantic Avenue

Brooklyn
Heights

These fields are on the pier in the East River directly west of Joralemon Street. Fields A, B, and C make up what is field 4 ( Field 2 and 3
combined) on Pier 5.
By car, coming from the North (from the Brooklyn Bridge), take the Atlantic Avenue exit 27 and curve around to the right to the light. Go
to the right then straight to the first light (Atlantic Avenue) and make a left towards the river. If coming from the south (from Park
Slope), take the Atlantic Avenue exit straight off (not to the right) to the light on Atlantic Avenue. Make a left at the light and go under the
BQE. Go straight towards the park. There is very little parking, however you might be able to park in the public parking lot in the
building on the right (One Brooklyn Bridge) or the LICH hospital parking lot on Hicks Street.
By Subway: The closest subway station: Any downtown train (2, 3, 4, 5, N or R) that stops at the Court Street or Borough Hall stations.
Walk down Court Street and make a right onto Joralemon Street straight down, under and past the BQE. The fields will be straight
ahead. That walk is 10-15 minutes. The Bergen St station on the F/G lines is only slightly further away. Be aware of weekend subway
construction that affects those lines.
By Bus: B63 bus stops right at Columbia and Atlantic. Any bus that takes you to downtown Brooklyn - get off near Atlantic Avenue and
Court Street, then walk east on Atlantic Avenue towards the East River. Then make a left after walking under the BQE and the field is on
the left, on Columbia Street.

